Issue 223, 23 September 2013

It's all about the bull
It's natural to get nervous when things look good, so to help you out, I've been asking the market
experts where they think things are headed over the next few years. Their answers might surprise you.
Read below to find out what they, and I, think.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, our Stock in focus by Greg Fraser is TPG Telecom, a quiet
achiever that is taking on the big guns.
Plus, Paul Rickard goes through ASIC's report on the SMSF sector and in Buy, Sell, Hold - what the
brokers say, Rudi Filapek-Vandyck finds that OrotonGroup and Sydney Airport were downgraded.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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When will this bull market run out of steam?
by Peter Switzer
With the Dow Jones index now in record high territory
and the All Ordinaries Accumulation Index also at
levels never seen before, the key question for many
is – how long does this bull market run for?
Let’s face it, if we thought it was, say, for only one
year, then the more nervous amongst us might say:
“That’s enough for me and so I’m heading for the
sidelines to hide in term deposits until the crash
comes.”
This timing the market strategy is really difficult to pull
off accurately and a market can keep on rising for a
long time after it should rationally head south.
What the experts say
I asked George Boubouras of Equity Trustees and
our own Paul Rickard, who was the founding CEO
and then chairman of CommSec – so he has seen
plenty of bull markets – how long this one has to run?
George, who is not a thrill-seeker type, instantly
replied “three years” and Paul opted for two years.
Now you have to know that Paul is a more cautious
ex-banker but he was a Hall of Fame stockbroker as
well, so he can chance his arm occasionally.
The likes of Geoff Wilson, of Wilson Asset
Management, who is arguably one of our best fund
managers, is more in the three-year camp and Bell
Potter’s Charlie Aitken is even more bullish.
So, even if we took the more cautious Rickard
analysis, then we should at least look forward to 2014
as a good year for stocks. I have pinned my colours
to the mast on a better economic year for Australia
and I think China, Europe, the USA and Japan will all
get better, which will drive up world economic growth.
As an economist, I can be biased about the

importance of the economy, but it is critically
important to what stocks do, especially now. Take the
USA, where the market P/E has gone from 17 to 20
over 2013. When a P/E hits 20, it implies a return of
5% on stocks. That is, 20 divided into 100 equals 5%.
Now if interest rates were normal, when a stock
market gets to a P/E of 20, then interest rates on term
deposits or government bonds could be 5% as well
and so investors ask: Why should I risk being in
shares for a 5% return when I can get a safe 5% with
a government bond or a term deposit?’
Gradually market investors slip out of the stock
market, especially as inflation, economic growth and
employment are rising in a boom environment. This
exodus eventually turns into a stampede for the stock
market exit doors and we’re into crash territory!
The new normal
All of this describes normal pre-conditions before a
crash, but we’re not living in normal times. We have
dodged a Great Depression bullet and stimulatory
monetary policy has been used to pump up the US
economy first, and now belatedly it is being tried in
Europe and Japan.
The economic results have not come through loud
and strong yet, but stock market players have got
ahead of themselves, as they always do, assuming
the economy and company profits will justify their
investments. They need the economies of the world
to pick up so the ‘E’ bit (i.e. ‘earnings’) of a P/E
can get bigger, which pushes the P/E down and then
gives more lifetime to this bull market.
This is a pretty big week in the USA for economic
data with reads on the US housing sector, consumer
confidence, durable goods, economic growth and
personal income.
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I’ve just learnt that Angela Merkel looks to have won
another term in Germany, which should be good for
European confidence, despite her austere ways.
That said, I would not be surprised to see a sell-off
with Wall Street in record territory because there are
some scary unknowns out there such as tapering, a
Congress battle over the US Budget, future US jobs
reports, etc. But I also believe improving economies
in the USA, China, Europe and Japan will keep stock
markets in bull market territory.
Until further notice or until I see data that changes my
mind, we’re in dip-buying mode when stocks give
into gravity. This is a sound strategy in a bull market.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Regulator overkill – SMSFs outperform, despite
ASIC criticism of size
by Paul Rickard
We just love regulation – however in typical
Australian style, we can’t just have one regulator –
we need to have multiple regulators. The SMSF
space is now no different, with the Australian
Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC)
clamouring to get involved. It seems $500 billion in
savings is too big to ignore!
Of course, the primary regulator for SMSFs is the
Australian Tax Office (ATO). Every SMSF pays a levy
($321 in FY 13/14) for this pleasure. Then there is the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA),
which regulates the industry and retail funds, and is
also responsible for the operation of the
superannuation standards, which apply to all funds.
And finally, there is ASIC.
ASIC’s “mandate” is that they regulate the
“gatekeepers who provide advice and services” to
some trustees (eg. licensed financial advisers), and
they also regulate many (but not all) of the financial
products that SMSFs invest in (managed funds,
securities etc). They also get briefs from Government
to look at specific issues, such as happened after the
collapse of Trio Capital.
Unfortunately, multiple regulators will, if history is any
guide, lead to duplication, confusion and extra cost.
Ultimately, regulator costs will be passed onto the
members of SMSFs to pay for – one way or the other.
Why do we need three regulators – and why can’t
our government agencies get their (collective) act
together?
With this gripe off my chest, let’s look at what ASIC
had to say recently.
Advisers to warn clients
Last week, ASIC released Consultation Paper 216 –
‘Advice on SMSFs – Specific Disclosure

Requirements and SMSF costs’. This paper
proposes that financial advisers be required to make
specific disclosures to their SMSF clients, including
disclosures about relative costs and the lack of a
compensation scheme.
The disclosures cover:
The fact that SMSF members are not covered
by any compensation scheme in the event of
fraud or theft (unlike members of an Industry
or Retail Fund);
Duties and obligations associated with
running a fund;
The risks associated with running an SMSF;
The need to develop and implement an
investment strategy;
The time commitment and skills needed to run
an SMSF;
The costs associated with setting up, running
and winding up an SMSF;
The need to develop an exit strategy for an
SMSF; and
The possibility that the laws and policies that
affect SMSFs may change.
All good, well-intentioned stuff – and hard to argue
with on paper, however, most of the points (excepting
the lack of a compensation scheme) are covered by
the ATO, which automatically sends to each new
SMSF trustee a (well-written) explanatory booklet.
Duplication!
Whenever you have “requirements”, you have
reporting and compliance obligations. If advisers are
required by law to disclose these matters, they will
need to record making the disclosures, ask clients to
sign documents to that effect, store these
acknowledgements for seven years etc. etc. None of
this is costless – and at the end of the day, clients of
advisers and accountants will pay more for these
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services. Can’t the ATO and ASIC work together to
get this information into the hands of trustees?
The costs of running an SMSF – minimum super
balance
The “headline” grabbing part of the ASIC paper was
a comparison of the costs of running an SMSF,
compared with costs incurred when investing through
an industry or retail fund, and what is the “minimum
required super balance” that makes it worthwhile to
be in an SMSF. ASIC wants advisers to inform clients
setting up or switching to an SMSF of all the possible
costs – set up, running costs, winding up costs, time
costs, insurance costs etc.
ASIC commissioned Rice Warner to prepare a report
on the ‘Costs of Operating SMSFs’, with the specific
purpose of examining the minimum cost-effective
balance for SMSFs, compared with industry or retail
funds. Conventional wisdom is that an SMSF balance
below $200,000 is not cost effective compared to the
other super options, due to the fixed operating costs
such as the ATO levy, audit fees and
accounting/administration costs.
Conveniently ignoring investment returns (see below),
Rice Warner came up with the following conclusions
about a cost only comparison:

From our experience, these costs are coming down
as competition increases and new technology is
introduced. We don’t see too many funds paying
$7,000 to $8,000 per annum. Typically full
administration costs are around $3,000 (including
audit and ATO levy).
SMSFs are better investors
The most interesting part of the Rice Warner report is
a comparison of investment returns. SMSFs on
average do a lot better than retail or industry funds –
staggeringly better!
According to the report, SMSFs outperformed
industry and retail funds by 3.4% per annum over the
seven years from 2005 to 2011. Moreover,
demonstrating that SMSFs can perform in both good
and lean years, they outperformed in six out of the
seven years.
Comparison of Investment Returns – before fees

Comparing Costs – SMSFs vs Retail and Industry
Funds

Bottom line – it largely comes down to the amount of
money you pay for administration/accounting
services, and any investment management costs (for
example, through a managed fund). Rice Warner
estimated the following administration costs,
depending on the provider, complexity of the SMSF
and services taken:
Range of Annual Administration Costs

This is a high level comparison that aggregates funds
and investment portfolios, and obviously doesn’t take
into account individual fund performance nor
individual investment objectives or asset allocations.
If the difference in the average return was small, it
wouldn’t mean that much. However, 3.4% per annum
is massive – a stunning endorsement for the SMSF
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sector.
Furthermore, it really calls into question some of the
conclusions ASIC has reached about the “minimum
super balance”. The 3.4% additional investment
performance is worth $3,400 per annum on a
$100,000 fund – or $17,000 on a $500,000 fund –
which goes a long way in covering costs.
Putting these together, there is nothing in the report
that suggests that the “conventional wisdom” of a
minimum super balance for an SMSF of $200,000 is
inappropriate. As always, the more that you can get
into your SMSF, the lower your effective costs are.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Stock in focus – TPG Telecom
by Greg Fraser
Last week’s annual result from TPG Telecom came
as no surprise to those who have been following the
stock’s evolution since it changed stripes in 2008.
At almost $300 million in operating earnings
(EBITDA), virtually no debt ($15 million net debt),
3,800km of fibre-optic cable network and significant
international cable capacity (some of which it owns),
TPG Telecom is creating a mini-Telstra without the
legacy business. The evidence of the company’s
success so far is the 671,000 broadband subscribers
and 360,000 mobile phone subscribers on its books.

The general business environment over the last year
or two has been shaky with many industries in a
genuine state of flux. There are many well
documented reasons why this has been so, but the
telecommunications industry has been conspicuously
free of this malaise.
A generational shift to mobile and broadband
communication has been facilitated by fast-evolving
technology and clever engineering.
Telecommunications has evolved so quickly that
everyday products and services are genuinely
indispensable for most customers – individual or
corporate.
The companies that have recognised the changes
have harvested some exceptional results and TPG
Telecom is among them.

Strong leadership
Executive Chairman David Teoh, who owns a
significant chunk of the company, has charted a
course that combines two crucial elements. First,
TPG has offered the market broadband products that
represent excellent value for money and a genuine
alternative to the major carriers. That has enabled
TPG to attract and keep large numbers of customers,
especially at the retail level.
Secondly, TPG has actively acquired and built a
substantial amount of its own network thereby
reducing its reliance on access to major carrier
network capacity. The important consequence of this
approach has been to effectively lower TPG’s cost of
data carriage and therefore support its operating
margins.
Back in March 2010, TPG paid $373 million for PIPE
Networks, which brought on board 1,300km of
fibre-optic cable to enhance the company’s own
capacity. That was about the same time that iiNet
was forking out $40 million to buy internet service
provider Netspace, adding 70,000 more customers to
its 520,000 base at the time.
It marked an interesting point in time when the
strategies of both companies appeared to diverge,
with iiNet fixated on customer acquisition while TPG
was prepared to grow its own network capacity as
well as find new customers.
That was all before the NBN became a reality from
the back of a table napkin.
Fast forward to today and while the NBN has been a
predictable disaster so far, businesses such as TPG
look set to capitalise on its creation. Once the NBN is
modified (under renegotiation with Telstra) to a mainly
fibre-to-the-node network, businesses such as TPG
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can continue to grow subscriber bases with the NBN
in the background as just a wholesale network
provider.
Fast mover
But TPG has taken another cunning step forward by
announcing that it will begin to supply NBN-like
services in metropolitan areas across Australia’s
major cities with trials for the $70 per month service
beginning at the end of this year. Offering speeds of
up to 100 Mbps and some nice little add-ons such as
international calling, TPG will be targeting a part of
the market that is being neglected by the timetable
and political posturing of the NBN rollout.
While rural and urban areas of Australia are prepared
to wait and wait and wait for the blue cables to arrive
in their neighbourhood sometime over the next
decade (yawn), inner city dwellers are impatiently
demanding quicker action for first world
telecommunications services. TPG has recognised
this opportunity and has already sent fibre to about
1,600 buildings across Australian cities.

broadband as the carrot and a home phone as the
‘giveaway’.
The same cannot be said of TPG’s mobile offerings,
as it showed this year it is serious about this segment
of the market. By acquiring 10MHz of spectrum for
$13.5 million in the government’s auction, TPG has
secured enough capacity to continue to grow its
mobile business, again without the need to pay large
interconnection fees to major carriers.
With capital expenditure requirements calling on just
$59 million, TPG’s free cash flow is a considerable
$174 million, which allowed it to increase its dividend
this year to 7.5 c per share fully franked. But this is a
growth company and while shareholders always
enjoy an income, TPG is looking financially well set
for its next phase of growth.

That may not sound like much but it captures a
market of about 500,000 apartments, many of whom
are probably prime candidates to take up a fast
broadband connection with a competitive mobile
phone service packaged up under TPG’s brand.

Getting ready to grow

That’s the theory at least but it’s a fair bet that TPG
will have a jolly good crack at signing up an
impressive number of new customers without having
to acquire another ISP.

Investors might initially baulk at the P/E ratio around
20 times earnings but the rating simply reflects the
high rate of growth the company has been generating
in recent years.

The numbers game

The telecommunications space is fundamentally a
high growth part of the economy, becoming more
embedded into all businesses than ever before. TPG
Telecom has established a very good position in both
the consumer and corporate domains and has
demonstrated great vision in developing its own
capabilities to facilitate rapid growth.

In the last financial year, TPG added a net 76,000
new broadband customers nudging its total to
671,000 subscribers. It also added an impressive
105,000 new mobile subscribers taking its base to
360,000.
TPG’s bundled offerings have also grown its home
phone subscriber total to 351,000. That’s an
interesting reversal of the now customary news from
Telstra that it loses fixed line customers every year.
The home phone customer base is of course the
add-on part of the on-net bundled plan that uses

There are several good listed companies in this part
of the market but partly due to Teoh’s reticence to
‘sell’ his company’s successes and strategies, TPG
has been a bit under-appreciated.
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It’s an old saying that actions speak louder than
words and this week’s result for TPG has exemplified
that amply. Perhaps that’s the way Teoh prefers it
and it’s hard to argue otherwise.
In keeping with that theme, the company provided
earnings growth guidance for FY14 that seemed to
underplay the outlook a little. If EBITDA doesn’t get
revised upwards from its $290-300 million range
provided for FY14, I will be quite surprised.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy Wine and Cheese for the portfolio as well as
the plate
by James Dunn
Investors have been waiting for some time for the
much-touted Australian “food boom” – a surge in
agricultural commodity exports to rival that which has
unfolded in mineral commodities – to take meaningful
shape on the stock market.
The nation’s agribusiness stocks, for a range of
reasons, have not made great cases for investment –
only a small chunk of Australia’s agribusiness
industry is actually open for investment, in the sense
of being publicly listed – but the growing demand for
food globally means the sector must eventually make
it on to the radar screen of investors.
And the combination of wine and cheese could make
a lot of sense.
The wine comes in the form of Treasury Wine Estates
(TWE), which was spun out of Foster’s Brewing in
May 2011. Treasury is the largest wine stock left on
the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) – in fact, it is
the world’s largest pure-play wine company, with
more than 80 brands, including Penfolds, Wolf Blass,
Lindemans, Wynns Coonawarra Estate, Pepperjack
and Beringer. Treasury is the largest Australian wine
exporter by value.
The cheese
The cheese comes to the plate in the form of either
Bega Cheese (BGA) or Warrnambool Cheese &
Butter (WCB), or – as looks likely – a merged entity.
Bega Cheese has lobbed a takeover offer on smaller
rival Warrnambool – of which it already owned 18%.
The outcome of this takeover battle will not be known
for a while. Bega’s cash-and-scrip offer values
Warrnambool at $5.78 a share, a 30% premium to the
closing price the day the before the offer was
announced. The Warrnambool board has told its
shareholders to take no action in relation to the offer.

But if Bega were to absorb Warrnambool, the
combined group would have a market capitalisation of
about $650 million, and be a significant dairy
exporter. The smaller Warrnambool generates about
half of its revenue from exports: the Bega proportion
is about 35%.
The “Begabool” entity would produce about 350,000
tonnes of dairy products a year, across the milk, whey
powders, infant formulas, butter and cream
categories, with annual revenue of about $1.5 billion.
As well as being larger, Bega also comes to the
proposed marriage in a stronger financial position: it
recently achieved $1 billion in revenue for the first
time, while Warrnambool saw its profit halve last year,
amid flat revenue and rising costs.
A combination of the two companies would have a
significant export business in China, the epicentre of
the wave of new consumers emerging in the
developing markets. A decade ago, China hardly
imported any dairy products: now it is the
second-largest dairy importer in the world.
The wine
Combine that with the wine exports of Treasury Wine
Estates, and you could have a lucrative exposure to
the developing world and its growing consumer
spending power. Treasury is the largest wine stock on
the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX): in fact, it is the
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biggest pure-play wine stock in the world. Half of its
sales come from North America: the proportion from
Asia is much smaller, but growing.

Treasury’s future focus will increasingly be on
leveraging its portfolio of highly recognised brands to
tap into the demand for premium and luxury wine in
Asia. Competition from other wine-exporting countries
like Argentina, Chile and South Africa will be stiff – as
it has been in North America – but Treasury will be
hoping that the A$ stays low enough to maintain its
wines’ competitiveness.
At present, investors in Treasury are backing growth
rather than income.

Since 2007, wine exports to China have risen more
than threefold on a value basis to $241 million. While
that is still only 6% of total export volume, Chinese
demand is growing such that it is likely to become the
number two consumer and importer, after the US, by
2016, and is expected to move ahead of the US by
the end of the decade. Clearly, the opportunity for
wine exporters into China is huge.
In the short term, however, investors must negotiate
the fallout from Treasury’s mismanagement of its
inventory – which earlier today claimed the scalp of
chief executive David Dearie.

The analysts’ consensus sees TWE earning 28.1
cents a share this financial year and 33.1 cents in
FY15, by when the effects of the July write-down
should finally be out of Treasury’s financial
bloodstream. From those earnings it is expected to
pay dividends of 15.8 cents and 18.9 cents. At a
share price of $4.50, that prices TWE on a yield of
3.5% in FY14 and 4.2% in FY15. Unfortunately,
franking credits have been denuded for the next two
years at least, meaning shareholders have
temporarily lost the yield augmentation of franking
credit rebates. And because of the lingering inventory
concerns, they have to look over the immediate
horizon for clear air for the company’s export
prospects.
As for “Begabool,” investors don’t know yet what
shape it will take, let alone what the dividend position
will be. But the growth prospects of “the wine and
cheese” stocks should not be overlooked on yield
grounds alone.

In July, Treasury shocked the market with the
admission that it would have to tip $35 million of wine
down the drain in the US because it could not sell it,
having over-estimated demand. The company was
also hit with another $40 million worth of discounts
and rebates, to get excess inventory off its hands,
and copped a further $85 million of non-cash
expenses because of cancelling grape contracts due
to oversupply.
In total, booking $160 million of losses related to that
excess inventory halved reported earnings for FY13.
But at an operating level, while Treasury’s US
earnings fell 14.5%, its earnings from Asia were up
almost 36%.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Sydney houses hit $1 million median
by Penny Pryor
As auction clearance rates remain at record highs,
and activity on the real estate market in Sydney and
Melbourne continues to go gangbusters, it’s
inevitable that we hear increasing talk of a “bubble”.
The RBA provided some relief last week when
assistant governor Malcolm Edey said such talk was
“unrealistically alarmist”.
The problem with the argument about a “bubble” in
Australia, particularly when it comes from
international commentators, is that it ignores the
substantial undersupply problem here, versus the
opposite problem that caused the US crash.

The combined capital city auction clearance rate, as
calculated by RP Data is also edging up towards the
80% mark and was 76.2% last week, compared to
72% the previous week.

That doesn’t mean that lending standards shouldn’t
be watched closely, but in Australia loan-to-deposit
ratios at authorised deposit-taking institutions are
actually coming down. That ratio was 111% at the
end of June 2013, compared to 112.9% at June 2012,
according to APRA.
A hot Spring
There is still definitely heat in the market; the auction
clearance rate in Sydney was as high as 86.3% on
the weekend as Melbourne also surpassed 80 at
80.1% (see table 1 below). Rates for Adelaide and
Brisbane are still low. The median auction price for
Sydney houses also exceeded $1 million.

The interesting thing about the updated results for
last week is that Sydney’s original rate of 84.1% has
been revised downward to 79.2% (see table 2 below).

This time last year, auction clearance rates were 20
percentage points lower than they are today in
Sydney and Melbourne at 62.6% and 61.2%
respectively, according to the APM measure (see
table 3 below).

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Overall activity in the land of broker downgrades and
upgrades remains relatively quiet. One stand-out
feature is that although yield stocks might be looking
less attractive as market strategists start
recommending a bias towards cyclicals and growth
stocks, four of the past week’s six positive upgrades
were for yield stocks.
In the good books

OrotonGroup (ORL) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse. The
Oroton brand was a source of weakness in the FY13
result with like-for-like sales down 4%. The broker
finds a lot of uncertainties in the stock, including
Oroton Australia’s store expansion and yield growth,
while Oroton International does not contribute
materially to profit yet.

M2 Telecommunications (MTU) was upgraded to Buy
from Neutral by Citi. With almost two-thirds of the
company’s staff now in Manila, leveraging that
capability into more sales is seen as a profit driver
over the medium term.

Spark Infrastructure (SKI) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse. Credit
Suisse thinks the company can deliver on distribution
growth while maintaining gearing, even under the
most adverse scenario. The stock is considered
attractive to long-term investors, hence the rating is
raised to Outperform from Neutral.
Transurban (TCL) was upgraded to Buy from Neutral
by UBS, due to share price underperformance since
early June. The price target is also raised to $7.35
from $6.85 to incorporate the upside risk from the
F3-M2 link and better traffic.
In the not-so-good books

Sydney Airport (SYD) was downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by UBS after the announcement of the
corporate restructure. UBS continues to like the
stock’s position against global aeronautical assets
and the yield and growth outlook.
TPG Telecom (TPM) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Credit Suisse and to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie. For Credit Suisse, TPG’s
FY13 result was overshadowed by the announcement
that it will extend the pipe fibre network to around
500,000 apartments in major capital cities. TPG will
deploy fibre to the basement and then use VDSL
vectoring to deliver broadband at up to 100Mbps. The
broker thinks this is a highly compelling offer for
consumers. Cash profit forecasts are upgraded for
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FY16 and beyond by 20% to reflect upside from
FTTP deployment. FY14 and FY15 cash profit is
upgraded 2% and 10% respectively. The rating is
downgraded to Neutral from Outperform because of
the share price rally.
With respect to the fibre-to-the-building plans (FTTB),
Macquarie estimates that for every $100 in capex
required per unit/business connected, TPG would
need to generate incremental earnings of $8 million to
deliver a return in excess of its cost of capital. The
rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform.
This is despite two key positives. First, the business
is trading better than expected and, second, the
growing infrastructure base is creating a unique and
material investment opportunity. Macquarie will seek
more detail on the FTTB and review the status (see
Stock in focus for more).

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Did you know?
Next Thursday Paul Rickard and I will be getting together for another Super Session where we talk about the
latest developments and what it all means for your SMSF. You can see our last one here.
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